Phenomena generally believed specific to quantum mechanics -the incompatibility and valueindeterminacy of variables, the non-existence of dispersion-free states, the failure of the standard marginal-probability formula, and the failure of the distributive law of disjunction ("interference") -are exemplified in a fully non-quantal setting: Sequences of events in a nondeterministic system of more than one variable (a deck of playing cards).
Introduction
Using examples in a setting unarguably classical -playing cards drawn from a deck -I will demonstrate a number of phenomena generally believed to be specifically quantal:
Variables of the system may be incompatible -the very process of observing one variable prevents the others from being evaluated.
Statistics of incompatible variables depend on the order of observation (joint statistics do not exist).
Events whose results are ignored may nonetheless affect the statistics of succeeding events, in a way that appears to contradict the marginal-probability formula.
Systems exist which have no dispersion-free states -if one variable is sharp, the other(s) cannot be.
Interference (non-distributive disjunction) may result from the indistinguishability of several values.
Observables may be value-indeterminate, having no value (as distinguished from having a value with dispersion) except under certain circumstances.
These phenomena, characteristic of quantum mechanics, arise naturally in sequences of events in a nondeterministic system of more than one variable; they are not quantal, after all.
The territory
A deck of playing cards may be thought of as a system with two variables, Face and Suit, each of which takes on a complete, disjoint set of values: K, Q, . . . , and S, H, . . . , respectively. I assume that any random choice of card, and any shuffle, is truly nondeterministic -accomplished, say, using random numbers generated by nuclear decay -not merely chaotic.
The marginal-probability formula 1 is j Pr p j ∧ q = Pr q ,
where the { p j } are disjoint ( Pr p j ∧ p k = 0, j = k) and complete ( j Pr p j = 1). Since this follows from the † E-mail: kirkpatrick@physics.nmhu.edu 1 The term "marginal" refers to row-and column-sums in the margins of a table of probabilities of p j ∧ q k .
basic propositions of classical probability, its failure would seem to imply the failure of classical probability. The expression Pr p q gives the probability of the truth of the proposition p on the condition that the proposition q is true. Examples of the condition q would be "the coin was flipped," "the Jokers were removed from the deck," "after the deck was shuffled, the top card was removed; its face value was King."
The conditional probability satisfies the formula 
In Eq. (2), if q is not probabilistic, we assign it the probability 1 (as a condition, it is stipulated to be true).
Simple examples
We consider several simple examples, sequences of events in a system having two observables; some of these results are a bit surprising.
We must consider ordinals Let us first take a rather naive look at a simple probability problem:
Draw cards from a deck under the rule
If Suit = S, return the card to the deck, otherwise discard it.
Draw two cards in succession from the deck { KS, QH }; the probability of drawing a S followed by a K is 1/4, while the probability of drawing a H followed by a K is 1/2. According to the marginal-probability formula, the probability for drawing a K would seem to be 1/2 + 1/4 = 3/4. But the probability of drawing a K from this deck is 1/2 (just count the cards). The marginal-probability formula appears to fail in this ordinary probability problem! This "failure" is an illusion: we are dealing with sequences of observations and have lost track 2 of the ordinal position of the K-event. Let us denote the position's ordinal by a superscript in brackets; the example, in this notation, becomes Pr K
No doubt the reader caught the error immediately, which would mark the example a foolish enterprise were it not for this error's frequent appearance in discussions of quantum-mechanical probability.
3/4, and Pr K [1] = 1/2. There is no reason to expect Pr K [2] to be equal to Pr K [1] ; there is no failure of the marginal-probability formula. Thus, to avoid the appearance of this "failure,"
We must take into account the ordinal position of each term in an observation sequence.
(Virtually all card-drawing examples found in textbooks utilize either simple replacement or simple discard; under either of these rules, Pr K [2] = Pr K [1] -this ersatz marginal-probability formula would not have failed.)
We can't ignore an ignored event Ordinal position must be accounted for: we have just seen an example in which Pr K [2] ≡ Pr K [1] . But as the next example shows, Pr K [2] itself may be ambiguous:
We observe Face and Suit according to the two rules
To observe Face, draw a card and report its Face value; if Face = K, return the card to the deck, otherwise discard it.
To observe Suit, draw a card and report its Suit value; if Suit = H, return the card to the deck, otherwise discard it.
With the deck { KS, QH }, what is the probability of observing a K on the second draw, having first observed and ignored the Face of the first draw?
And what is the probability of observing a K on the second draw, having first observed and ignored the Suit of the first draw?
Pr K [2] is ambiguous (more precisely, it is undefined); its value is either 3/4 or 1/4 depending on which variable was observed (and ignored) in the first event.
Though we have ignored the value of an observed variable, we may not ignore the fact of that variable's observation.
Not all identities are identical: Manifestation Even though K ∨ Q exhausts the possibilities of Face (in the decks being considered), and is thus, in some sense, an identity, it cannot be identified 3 with S∨H, which exhausts the possibilities of Suit, and is thus, in the same sense, also an identity; this is the lesson of the previous subsection. A disjunction over all the disjoint values of an observable appearing as the condition of a probability expression will be called the manifestation of that variable; thus
This manifestation history is implicit in an expression such as Pr S [1] ∧ K [2] : it is, necessarily, M
Face . But, as we have already seen, an expression such as Pr K [2] is ambiguous -we must indicate the manifestation of the first event explicitly:
Thus, the requirement The probability of an event-sequence must include the manifestation history in the condition of the probability expression (and the event-sequence must be congruent with the manifestation history).
Incompatible observables
= 0: observations of Suit and Face do not commute temporally. Such pairs of observables are said to be incompatible.
In Ex. 2, the rules for the process of manifesting Suit and Face are incompatible with one-another: if the card drawn is KS, then the reporting of Face would require the card be replaced in the deck, while the reporting of Suit would require a discard. It is thus not possible to determine (report) both the Face value and the Suit value of a single card: the simultaneous manifestation M [1] Face ∧M [1] Suit is impossible.
Suit is undefined. Such meaningless expressions are disallowed logically, not by decree.
The simultaneous manifestation of the values of several incompatible observables is impossible, hence the probability of the simultaneous conjunction (or disjunction) of their values is meaningless.
An example mimicking physical observation
By now, the skeptical reader may be asking
While these examples show some curiosities of behavior, and perhaps warn against a too-simple probability notation, what could they have to do with quantum mechanics? Repetitions of their observations yield random results (and soon end ignominiously with an empty deck); in quantum mechanics, 
Note: Pr Suit
after observing a value, shouldn't a repeat of that observation result in the same value?
But patience! I offer another example, also a card game, in which observations repeat and which illustrates the ordinary nature of much of "quantum probability": incompatibility, the non-existence of dispersion-free ensembles, the "failure" of the marginal-probability formula, and the "non-realism" of indeterminate-valued observables. And I will extend this example to illustrate the phenomenon of interference (that phenomenon described by Feynman (1) as the "heart" of quantum mechanics, its "only mystery").
Example 3. Repeatable observations
The system is a deck of cards; the variables are Suit and Preparation: To prepare the deck in the state "the value of the variable O is x," create from the deck a subdeck consisting of all cards for which the O-value is x.
State: the subdeck.
Manifestation:
To manifest an observable O:
1. Shuffle the subdeck.
2. Report y, the O-value of its top card.
3. Construct (if necessary) a new subdeck consisting of all the cards of the deck for which the value of the variable O is y.
E.g., manifesting
Face following the prior observation of Suit = H: shuffle the subdeck (which consists of all the H's) and report the Face-value of its top card, Q, say. The new subdeck consists of all the deck's Q's.
This model is developed in the Appendix, Eqs. (A4)-(A8); its properties are summarized in Eq. (3). For discussing the examples, we use the following general notation: P and Q are distinct observables (Face and Suit), with { p j } and { q k } their possible values (K, Q, . . . , or S, H, . . . 
); x, y, and z are (not necessarily distinct) values of (not necessarily different) variables X, Y , and Z.
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filtering a manifestation to a specific result erases any "memory" of earlier states.) Eqs. (3d)-Eq. (3g) are archetypal "quantal" effects: Eq. (3d) shows that it is impossible to find a subensemble for which both Face and Suit are sharp: in quantum mechanics, "there exist no dispersion-free ensembles." (2) Eqs. (3e) and Eq. (3f) illustrate the phenomenon of incompatibility (which, in Sec. 5, is shown to be equivalent to 
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the non-commutativity of quantum-mechanical operators). Eq. (3g) illustrates the "failure" of the marginal-probability formula: the ignored determination of the value of an observable, followed immediately by the determination of the value of an incompatible observable, differs from the direct determination of that second observable. Again we see that the ignoring of an outcome may not itself be ignored. Tables 1-3 illustrate results for a simple version of the model, involving just two variables, each with three values.
(By multiplying its entries by 10, Table 1 gives the numbers of each card in the deck.)
It is clear that this is a value-indeterminate system: if the deck "has a value" of, say, Face, then Suit has no value, known or unknown. The value of a newly manifested observable did not exist prior to its manifestation, and was only thereby brought into existence. (This assumes that the shuffling of the deck is truly nondeterministic -accomplished, say, using random numbers generated by nuclear decay.)
Interference -an example Suppose there is an event E P , compatible with P , for which, for all states,
but, for observables Q not compatible with P ,
This is the phenomenon of interference. In quantum mechanics, this situation arises exactly in the case that E P appears to be the disjunction p 1 ∨ p 2 , but the apparent alternatives p 1 and p 2 are physically indistinguishable. (The reader should think of the atomic double-slit apparatus.) Quantitatively we define interference as the difference
To create a classical example of interference, we devise a manifestation operation of P which treats p 1 and p 2 indistinguishably. If one observes the color of the card, there are two possibilities: One may observe the Suit and report the Table 4 gives numerical results for interference (with the same deck as in Ex. 3).
Denoting the observables as P , Q, and Π, with Π compatible with P , we may extend Eq. (3) to include interference:
Discussion

Margenau and marginal probabilities
The quantum equivalent of Eq. (3g) is
while a naive application of the "marginal probability" formula gives
However, as Margenau
Margenau interpreted this as establishing the failure of classical probability within quantum mechanics. But, as exemplified and discussed above, this "failure" occurs in ordinary probability settings; it merely reflects the failure to understand the method of calculation of marginal probability in a sequence of events involving several variables: Though we have ignored the value of an observed variable, we may not ignore the fact of that variable's observation.
Compatibility
I have called variables which satisfy Pr
compatible. The use of the term is deliberate -the property of ordinal reversibility of observations is equivalent to the commutability of the operators of the observables. Here is a simple proof for the case of complete observations:
In quantum mechanics the variables P and Q are represented by the hermitian operators
Translating the probability expressions to quantum mechanics, compatibility implies Tr ρ ρ ρ P[
as this must hold for all prepa-
it is easy to see this vanishes, hence P[ q k ] and P[ p j ] commute, which is equivalent to the commutability of P and Q and which implies the compatibility of P and Q.
Indeterminate values "Realism" is a term frequently appearing in philosophical discussions of quantum mechanics, where it is more-or-less equivalent to the requirement that values of variables exist prior to, and independently of, observation -that is, that variables be "value-determinate":
Definition Value-Determinate System. At every instant there exists, for each variable of the system, a value to which probabilities of observation refer.
Example 5. Determinate values
The setting is the same as Ex. 3; the manifestation rule is changed by a simple re-ordering of steps:
Manifestation: To manifest an observable O:
1. Report y, the O-value of its top card.
Construct (if necessary) a new subdeck consisting
of all the cards of the deck for which the value of the variable O is y.
3. Shuffle the subdeck.
E.g., with the top card the KS: to manifest Face, first report "King," then choose a card at random from among all the K's in the deck and place it on top of the deck; to manifest Suit, first report "Spade," then choose a card at random from among all the S's in the deck and place it on top of the deck.
This example (which can be shown to have statistics identical with Ex. 3, including interference, and hence has the properties listed in Eqs. (3a) - (3h)) is value-determinate: both Face and Suit have values (those of the top card) prior to an observation of either -although only one can be observed, the other being disturbed by that observation.
(This is a "stochastic hidden variable" model.)
An unsharp value is not necessarily an indeterminate value. In this example, the "other" variable does not have a sharp value, but it does have a value (with a statistical distribution which will be reflected in a succeeding observation). In contrast, in Ex. 3 the "other" variable simply does not have a value, sharp or otherwise, although it will obtain a value at the next observation of that variable.
The problem of indeterminate values -the lack of "reality" of the values of observables -has been a central difficulty for the interpretation of quantum mechanics. However, in the entirely classical examples of Sec. 4, the values are indeterminate -the mechanisms of the examples make it clear that a newly manifested observable had no value prior to its manifestation. (The classic example of indeterminate value is due to Aristotle: B = "There will be a sea-battle tomorrow noon." Then B ∨ ¬B is true, but, assuming nondeterminism, neither B nor ¬B has a truth value today.) Value-indeterminateness is a normal possibility within nondeterminism, and need not be resisted, nor demanded.
Nor explained. In quantum mechanics, we are not privy to the internal workings of the system (nor, I doubt, are there internal workings). But even though we have a complete understanding of the internal structure and behavior of these classical examples, we have no deeper explanation of their value-indeterminate nature. In fact, no explanation is possible. Value-indeterminateness arises as a possibility simply given the nondeterminism of the system: at a certain point in the manifestation process, a nondeterministic choice brings one observable's value into existence, and, at the same moment, pushes the other observable's value out of existence. The mystery of the indeterminate values of quantum mechanics is not to be resolved through (unattainable) detailed knowledge of the system; it is not other than the mystery of nondeterminism.
A deterministic system is value-determinate
If, in Ex. 3, the shuffling of the deck is deterministic (i.e., mechanical), the outcome of the next pick exists nowthe variables are value-determinate. Only if the shuffle is fundamentally nondeterministic is the system indeterminate; if the system in this example is deterministic, it is determinate. This argument applies in general:
Assume that the system S is deterministic but that its variable Q is indeterminate. But the outcome of the next observation of Q is determined by the present state, so Q's next observation has a value now -Q is necessarily determinate.
That value of Q is the value which is used in the development of a Bell inequality (following, e.g., the development on p. 84 of Ref. 4) . Quantum-mechanical violation of the Bell inequality proves that the quantal variables involved must be value-indeterminate, which in turn proves that the world described by quantum mechanics must be fundamentally nondeterministic.
Conclusion
The failure to fully accommodate the fact of nondeterminism has brought considerable confusion to the interpretation of quantum mechanics.
Many phenomena of quantum mechanics (incompatibility, the nonexistence of dispersion-free pure states, interference, valueindeterminacy), incomprehensible from the viewpoint of deterministic classical physics, are unexceptional and expected from the viewpoint of nondeterminism. Ordinary ("classical") nondeterministic systems exhibit all these phenomena;
5 they appear in quantum mechanics not because they are quantal phenomena, but merely because quantum mechanics is nondeterministic.
In particular, the phenomenon of value-indeterminacy is not specifically quantal, but occurs even in ordinary (classical) nondeterministic systems -if "nonreality" is a problem for physics, it is a problem which has nothing to do with quantum interpretation.
It has been my purpose to demonstrate that many of the "curious" phenomena of quantum mechanics arise quite naturally in ordinary nondeterministic systems; it was not my purpose to explain quantum mechanics itself in terms of card tricks. Indeed, these examples expose all such attempts at explanation as unnecessary, all such estimates of curiosity as misguided. Our extensive experience with the deterministic world of classical physics has misled us, here in the nondeterministic world of quantum mechanics.
5 True, these phenomena are unfamiliar. Probability texts generally exemplify sequences of events either always replacing or always discarding each event's sample; each scheme ensures the compatibility of the observables.
Appendix: The examples of Sec. 4
System: a deck of cards marked with three 6 "observables," P , Q, and R (think of Face, Suit, and, say, Letter), each taking on V values denoted respectively p k , q l , and r m . The specific card denoted (
The restriction that each value of each variable has equal a priori probability requires N (p k ) = N (q l ) = N (r m ) def = N ; the total number of cards in the deck is then N V , and the a priori probability of each card is
The observable being manifested is denoted O; the previously manifested observable is denoted O 0 .
In all probability expressions in this Appendix, the condition will precede the proposition:
. We introduce the symbol &, "and then," which implies the sequential order of conjunction:
The use of & simplifies the notation, for the most part allowing us to avoid the use of explicit ordinal superscripts. We define
Note that the denominator of n klm is N , not N V ; all double-sums of n klm equal 1.
The general model
We restate Ex. 3. The system is a deck of cards and a observable-valued memory O.
To prepare the system in as state in which the value of O is o 0 :
Choose from the deck, at random, a card with O-value o 0 and place it on top of the deck; set O 0 ← O.
To manifest an observable O:
Select a card from among those cards with the O 0 -value of the top card; place the selected card on top of the deck; set O 0 ← O; report the top card's O-value.
According to these rules,
where, in the probability expressions, the manifested observable's value is written in uppercase, the other observables' values, in lowercase.
Summing Eqs. (A4) over l and m, we have
hence Pr P k Q j = Pr Q j P k .
As a condition, P k completely specifies the state: Pr y x & P k does not depend on the earlier state x (assuming Pr P k x = 0). Thus Pr P k & y x = Pr y P k Pr P k x ; (A7) the system's probabilities are Markovian. Consider the "marginal probability" summation: The general model -interference Set V = 3; add the observable Π with two values π 0 , π 1 which we define by π 0 · q k · r l = (p 0 ∨ p 1 ) · q k · r l and π 1 = p 2 . Thus N (π 0 · q k · r l ) = N (p 0 · q k · r l ) + N (p 1 · q k · r l ) = 2N , and N (π 1 · q k · r l ) = N (p 2 · q k · r l ) = N . The manifestation of an observable O is unchanged.
According to these rules, Pr (Π 0 · q l · r m ) P j = (δ 0j + δ 1j ) n jlm (A9a) Pr (Π 0 · q l · r m ) Q j = δ lj (n 0lm + n 1lm ) (A9b) Pr (P j · q l · r m ) Π 0 = (δ j0 n 0lm + δ j1 n 1lm )/2 (A9c)
Pr (p l · Q j · r m ) Π 0 = (δ l0 n 0jm + δ l1 n 1jm )/2.
Summing Eqs. (A9) over l and m, we find Pr Π 0 P j = Pr P 0 P j + Pr P 1 P j .
= 2 Pr P j Π 0 (A10b) Pr Π 0 Q j = Pr P 0 Q j + Pr P 1 Q j . Pr y P s Pr P t x − 1 s=0 Pr y P s Pr P s x = − Pr y P 0 Pr P 1 x − Pr y P 1 Pr P 0 x .
(This classical interference arises in the off-diagonal terms of a sum, exactly as in the corresponding quantummechanical expression.)
Generating the deck To provide a deck satisfying N (p j ) = N (q k ) = N (r l ), define
and, for A s , B s , C s ≥ 0, construct the deck 
A Perl script for the calculation of this model is available via email from the author; it is also available in the arXiv source file at arXiv.org/e-print/quant-ph/0106072.
